
       Thursday 27 July 2017 

Market Price Indications 
Only 

Last Year 6 July 13 July 20 July 27 July 

London Wht (£/mt) 
 (Jul 17 contract) 

121.50 149.50 149.75 148 146.75 

UK SoyMeal  
ex Humberside SPOT 

343 289 295 293 287 

UK Rapemeal  
Ex Liverpool SPOT 

185 182 174 170 172 

UK Wheatfeed  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

112 118 121 122 126 

UK Barley  
d. Sherburn SPOT 

108.50 140 128 127 130 

Currency £/$ 1.3210 1.2941 1.2926 1.2975 1.3073 

 
WHEAT: Harvest pressure overwhelms global uncertainty.  
 Early UK wheat harvest has helped ease new crop futures prices, yet spot availability is still mixed. Spot prices are being priced on 

calculations from France imports in the main, until these recent rains disappear and harvest can progress, improving supplies.  

 French harvest is all but done now, helping to remove the risk from supply books – final crop estimates will be confirmed once the last 
spring wheat crops are done, but will be below the pre-season expectations of c40Mmt crop.  

 EU futures prices have slide more than 8% in July, with this week’s Algeria purchase of 500kmt reported to help stem the fall. 

 US spring wheat continues to be the stand out concern for the milling wheat market. Yet the Canadian crop could yet see the biggest 
change in production, as warm weather and dry conditions persist. 

 Northern European harvest weather remains a concern, particularly for Germany, where recent heavy rains, considerable cloud cover and 
slower plant growth are putting quality in question. Further rains are forecast for the coming two weeks. 

 Ukrainian wheat reports continue to show a smaller crop potential with yields showing a winter wheat crop of 23Mmt likely. Whilst the 
Russian crop is only growing – although with usual quality trade-offs expected to be seen. 

 GASC purchased 420kmt wheat this week; coming from Russia (300kmt), Romania (60) and Ukraine (60), at a slightly better price than 
they paid last week. This will swell the Egyptian supply situation to around 6months worth. 

 Australia’s weather forecast appears to show beneficial rainfall over both east and west crop areas. If realised, this will be beneficial to the 
wheat crop, but might just save the crop from being a total write-off to just bad. 
 

BARLEY: New crop discount to wheat looks amazingly attractive. 
 Saudi Arabia confirmed that they bought 900kmt of barley on Monday in last week’s tender (which was looking for 1.5Mmt). 

 

MAIZE/CORN: Corn Belt concerns ease as temperatures fall. 
 US good-excellent ratings dropped 2% on Monday (the fourth weekly decline), reflecting the recent heat in the western Corn Belt and 

rains in the east. 67% of the crop was said to be undergoing pollination, with only cob assessments later in the growing season likely to 
adequately quantify the yield impacts of last week’s heat to the crop. Cooler weather and better chances of rain are set to reduce risks 
until grain fill. 

 Eyes will now turn to the 10 Aug USDA report, where surveyed yield potentials will be used and start to reflect the crop condition, but ear 
weights are going to be largely unknown. 

 Chinese weather is once again becoming a concern, as forecast show a strong potential for heat to return to the northern crop areas. This 
comes after early dry season concerns, trade expectations remain to suggest a 20Mmt cut in production is expected – making for a five 
year low in production. The usual caveats that the Chinese are not major importers/exporters, questionable inventories and that their 
stocks are currently more than sufficient to weather most production issues. 

 Ukraine once again had a dry 7 days this week, with forecast rains again not being realised. Rains, currently forecast for the weekend, are 
needed to ease growing concerns over the corn crop yield – having seen wheat yields drop considerably. 

 Flows of South American corn supplies increase, with Brazilian line-ups growing. This not only will compete with US old crop exports, but, 
with their record crop, should see Brazil selling corn into the autumn when the US crop is normally being aggressively being marketed. 
Punctuated by the marketing year lows of US corn export sales this week – with only 92kmt old crop sold.  
 

WHEATFEED: Continues to look good value compared grains   
 Offers are thin on the ground, as millers wait to assess the quality of the new wheat crop and work out their likely flour yields for the year.  
 

SOYMEAL: US prices ease as key August weather shows few issues. 
 US weather changes, from the hot and dry July in the western Corn Belt, to cooler temperature with the chance for more evenly 

distributed rains expecting to fill in some of the areas of previous concern. US meal futures seen a $20 fall from their high in July.  

 US bean crop conditions fell beneath the 5-year average for the first time this growing season, exceeding market expectations, in 
Monday’s crop rating report. With 70% of the crop reported to be blooming and 30% pod setting; the change to cooler temperatures and 
increased rains should see crop condition ratings improve a little next week.  

 The next USDA report will soon become the focus of the market as surveyed yield potentials are integrated into the US S&D report. 

 US export sales of 303kmt, were down 26% from last week; exports were up 60% to 573kmt. 
 

RAPEMEAL: Competition from more attractively priced mid-pros.  
 UK and European seed harvests are in full swing, providing additional meal availability to the market. 

 

The information contained within this report is given in good faith and without liability. Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. 
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